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Testlands
Welcome to the Testlands way. This charter sets out the purpose, authority and responsibility of
Testlands as a whole, companies, organisations and charity included. The charter illustrates our
standards and expectations across all of our services of which we expect all our clients, partners, staff,
volunteers and associates to follow. It is the underlying foundations of the Testlands ethos, which helps
positively impact tens of thousands of people every year. Each article, with its own identity, demonstrates a
clear vision in how we achieve excellence in each area by being dedicated to making a difference.
Our mission
"Dedicated to making a difference; we teach, train and transform young people's and adult’s lives in
Southampton through offering opportunities to learn and lead in several capacities."
We pledge to continue to grow and make a positive difference through the following articles.
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Article 1 - Schools
We are dedicated to making a difference in schools by:
1.1 creating a safe environment for everyone to learn and achieve their full potential.
1.2 being committed to develop our staff to an outstanding level in all areas of teaching.
1.3 enriching, educating and challenging pupils to meet their diverse learning needs.
1.4 To have a deep understanding of the Testlands Education & Learning pedagogy, so that we offer endless
pupil progression and development.
1.5 working with every aspect of child development by encouraging children to channel their inner ability
and self confidence, especially in sport.
1.6 guaranteeing development for all children that helps to look after their mental health, physical health
and emotional health and to create a learning environment that will help promote vital life skills such as
leadership, teamwork, communication, collaboration and creativity.
1.7 keeping updated and creating a bespoked curriculum to suit the forever changing obstacles faced in the
world to ensure the best is being taught to increase child potential and development, including the likes
health awareness and mental health.
1.8 being dedicated to ensure the very best detail and time is taken with our planning and preparation to
suit every learning style and every child's need.

Article 2 - Community hubs
We are dedicated to making a difference in local communities through community hubs by:2.1 - providing various different activities and advice for every aspect of health and wellbeing.
2.2 - continuously following all health and safety regulations and ensuring everyone and everything
involved with Testlands is safe and compliant.
2.3 - involving the community and leisure users with all events we run.
2.4 - providing opportunities for young people that encourage all children to make friends in the community
and learn the value of respect.
2.5 - reducing social exclusion and increasing participation throughout the local community by encouraging
people to take part in various activities Testlands offer within education and sport.
2.6 - continuously being committed to develop staff by providing opportunities to maximise their
knowledge and skillset.
2.7 - creating a respectful and inviting environment for all families, friends and community users to enjoy.
2.8 - demonstrating equality and diversity across the organisation.

Article 3 - Football in the community
We are dedicated to making a difference in local communities through football by:3.1 - aiming to raise standards across the grassroots game.
3.2 - supporting and developing all teams under the Testlands name.
3.3 - enhancing the opportunities for all abilities to participate.
3.4 - consistently staying up to date with the FA charter standard regulations .
3.5 - using experienced and qualified coaches to offer a wide range of developmental training programmes
aiming to support each individual player’s journey to maximum potential.
3.6 - respecting all officials, managers, players and parents at all times.
3.7 - being aware of every single Testlands player's needs and ensuring the manager/coach is doing their
utmost to support their player’s/team’s development.
3.8 - guaranteeing a safe environment for players to learn and develop from qualified coaches & volunteers.
3.9 - continuously improving our facilities in the local area.
3.10 - guaranteeing a safe environment for all children by ensuring all club volunteers are DBS checked
(enhanced).

Article 4 - Holiday Clubs
We are dedicated to making a difference in local communities through holiday clubs by:4.1 - providing a happy, safe, and stimulating environment for all children to play, learn and develop freely.
4.2 - providing an opportunity for all children to participate but also for them to rest and have quiet time as
and when they want it.
4.3 - helping children to develop responsibility for themselves and their actions and to become confident,
independent and cooperative individuals.
4.4 - encouraging children to have a positive attitude and respect for both themselves and other people.
4.5 - promoting a positive relationship with parents/carers and work in partnership to provide high quality
play and care for their children.
4.6 - undergoing regular monitoring and evaluation of our services to ensure that we continue to meet the
needs of children and parents/carers.
4.7 - creating a respectful and inviting environment for all families, friends and community users to enjoy.

Article 5 - Training Academy
We are dedicated to making a difference in local communities through our training academy by:5.1 - offering a wide range of courses for all ages and abilities wanting to progress in the sport and leisure
industry.
5.2 - creating a safe environment for all learners to learn and grow.
5.3 - supporting children through their early stages of leadership in sport.
5.4 - offering opportunities to anyone who is interested in having a career in the sport and leisure industry.
5.5 - working with a collaborative approach towards all of our learners, enabling them to take control of
their own qualification and future.

Article 6 - Providing opportunities
We are dedicated to making a difference in the local community, providing opportunities through our
companies, organisations and charity by;
6.1 - hosting community based activities.
6.2 - planning and running specific events to help offer opportunities to the local community.
6.3 - running a strong and sustainable sports leaders programmes in all our schools to offer to children.
6.4 - creating partnerships with external companies to offer further education plans to members of the
public and staff.
6.5 - maintaining high standards of facilities to offer various sporting opportunities to local community.
6.6 - by offering space, facilities and Testlands resources to the local community regardless of age, gender,
race, religion or ability.
6.7 - continuously offering work experience placements for students to boost their hours in the community.
6.8 - leading and supporting innovative projects that provide the community with voluntary and
employment opportunities.
6.9 - continuing to provide young people with a career pathway where they can excel and develop.

Article 7 - Partnerships
We are dedicated to making a difference in the local community through our companies,
organisations and charity, working with our partners by:
7.1 - growing sustainable and positive relationships with all local schools with the incentive to educate all
children about a healthy lifestyle for the life course.
7.2 - providing central hubs across the city to allow local communities to learn and participate in leisure
activities, physical activities and sport.
7.3 - working together to continue to grow and develop TSP to create opportunities for all aspects of
Testlands and the wider community.
7.4 - working together to grow and develop Testlands Football Club to create greater opportunities for
young people and children of all ages through sport, in particular, football.
7.5 - working together to grow and develop Testlands Holiday Club to create greater opportunities for young
people and children of all ages and abilities to engage in fun activities outside of school hours.
7.6 - working together to grow and develop Testlands Training Academy to create opportunities for young
people and adults of all abilities to gain qualifications and support progress in their chosen careers.
7.7 - working together to grow and develop any future developments under the Testlands brand.
7.8 - continuing to strengthen current links with external companies, organisations and charities in the local
community.

